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Every day at Seton, gathered before the altar at our noon Angelus, we offer prayers for our
families and friends. We encourage you also to pray for other homeschooling families, especially those who may be suffering from illness, unemployment, or other crosses.
We are all united in the Communion of Saints, and God allows us through our prayers to
uphold, support, and console other members of His Church. Let us, then, remember to pray
for one another as we all walk the path of homeschooling, so that we may all join together
in prayer, one day, in Heaven.

The Mystical Body of Christ

BY DR. MARY KAY CLARK

We celebrate All Saints’ Day on
November 1st, and All Souls’ Day on
November 2nd. These two holy days
serve as a reminder of the purpose
of our earthly lives, and the consequences we face after death, based
on how we lived.
On All Souls’ Day, we pray for
those who, when they died, still retained sins on their souls, and/or still
needed to suffer for a time as punishment to cleanse their souls. On
All Saints’ Day, we remember those
who attained Heaven, most of whom
likely spent time in Purgatory first.

needs prayers, then surely everyone
needs prayers.
Many of the saints, such as St.
Thomas Aquinas and St. Augustine,
have encouraged us to pray for those
in Purgatory. They have said that
when the second Great Commandment instructs “Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself,” we must include
the suffering souls in Purgatory. In
fact, we have an obligation to pray
for our deceased family members

The Mystical Body of Christ, the
Church, is composed of those of us
still on Earth, those in Purgatory,
and those in Heaven. We on Earth
are encouraged by the Church to
pray for those in Purgatory, and to
ask those in Heaven to pray for us.
Those we prayed for when they were
in Purgatory will certainly pray for
us when they reach Heaven.
All Saints’ Day and All Souls’
Day are a reminder of the purpose
of our lives, not only what is our ultimate goal, eternal life in Heaven,
but also how we should be praying
for those who are suffering in Purgatory. These feast days should remind us that those we loved in life
could be desperate for our prayers
to release them from their sufferings in Purgatory, or at least to
shorten their time there. Father
Hardon, a now-deceased priest, told
homeschoolers in a speech that he
was afraid no one would pray for
him after he died. If a priest who is
being considered for canonization

who have died. This should include
not only relatives we remember, but
relatives in the distant past. Truly, we
should pray for all members of our
family back to Adam and Eve! This
prayer, even a brief Hail Mary, could
be included in the prayers we say after Holy Communion, or included in
our Rosary intentions.
Several saints were allowed to
see Purgatory. One such saint was
St. Magdalen de Pazzi, a Carmel-

ite nun whose body is incorrupt
in the church of Carmelite nuns in
Florence. St. Magdalen was given a
“tour” of Purgatory, witnessing the
sufferings of several people there.
After that, she encouraged people
to bear their earthly sufferings, offer them up for the sins of the world,
and avoid committing sins for which
they must suffer in Purgatory.
St. Francis de Sales, a Doctor of
the Church, considered one of the
greatest of confessors or counselors
of the Church, wrote about Purgatory. He wrote that while there is suffering in Purgatory, there is also a
peace and happiness. Those suffering
are aware that they will attain Heaven, and that their suffering is God’s
way of preparing them, of cleansing
them for the incredible joys and happiness of Heaven. In Purgatory, they
cannot commit any sins, even the sin
of impatience. They love God with a
perfect love, and have their guardian
angels by their sides.
One of the recurring topics of
the saints who have written or spoken about those in Purgatory is the
overwhelming awareness of not being with God in Heaven. This suffering of loss, though temporary, is
worse, say the saints, than the pains
of suffering of fire. St. Teresa of Avila, in her book Castle of the Soul,
wrote:
continued on page 12

Dr. Mary Kay Clark has been the Director of Seton Home Study School for
more than 30 years. She writes two
columns for the Seton Magazine and is
the author of Catholic Home Schooling: A
Handbook for Parents.
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BY DR. MARY KAY CLARK

What advice do you have for homeschooling several children at once?

If you are only homeschooling one
child, you might be able to get by without
a high degree of organization. With several children, organization is imperative.
Homeschooling mothers need to
think of themselves as managers of their
families. They need to develop schedules for themselves and their children,
and give responsibilities for each child
to help with the home making, so as
to organize the home to run efficiently.
There are many resources available to
help with home management. One of
the best is the book Home Management
Essentials by Ginny Seuffert, which can
be purchased through Seton Educational
Media and is available as an ebook for
Kindle and Nook.
Many families teaching several children have found it helpful to assign older
children to help with homeschooling the
younger children. A fourth grader can
benefit from listening to a first grader
read her book. In fact, an older child who
needs to review math concepts might be
assigned to help a younger child in math.
Homeschooling moms certainly
have many challenges, but the results of
homeschooling are astounding. It allow
us to keep our children from the ravages
of a dysfunctional secular society, especially evident in schools where children
are daily pressured to conform.
I have discovered that my son does not
learn like my daughter did.

There is no question that children
have different ways of learning. Some
children like the exactness of math and
phonics, but not the process of comprehending a whole paragraph, or putting
together ideas in chapters and reaching
a conclusion. Some like to memorize
and can do it easily, while others struggle with it. Some learn more quickly by
4 Seton Magazine, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2013

listening, some by reading. Some like to
These days, many “children’s books”
learn by pictures; some learn sufficiently reflect the current secular culture. Try
by reading.
to give your son books of some worth
Usually children learn similarly to which reflect positive Christian values. If
their parents. One child may take after you look on our website and click on our
his father in certain interests and learn- book catalog, you can find good fiction
ing styles, while another may take after as well as historical novels. We try to
his mother. This shows how important it buy wholesome books with traditional,
is for both parents to be involved in the strong family values, many from Cathoteaching. In most families, the mother is lic booksellers.
more active in the teaching process, but
it can be extremely helpful for fathers Why can you not give partial credit for
to explain certain concepts, because my son’s math test answers?
We have a problem with giving para child’s learning style may be more in
tial
credit because online tests cannot
tune with Dad than with Mom.
be
scored
except right or wrong. Some
Each person, not just children, has
students
take
paper tests and send in the
certain abilities and interests. We homework,
but
it
takes
a rather long time for
schooling parents and grandparents just
a
grader
to
“follow”
the working-out of
need to adapt our teaching
each and every probto what is best for each
lem and then figure
child. This is really a proEach person, not just
out what percentage
cess of trial and error, but
children,
has
certain
of the process is corover time parents should
rect. We do our best to
abilities
and
interests.
have a pretty good idea
make comments and
We homeschooling
of what works and what
show where mistakes
does not work. It can take
parents and
are made, but there is
a while, but by the time
grandparents just need a limit to how much
a student reaches 9th or
to adapt our teaching
we can do.
10th grade, the student
Remember that
to
what
is
best
usually has figured out his
the
point
of taking the
for each child.
best learning techniques.
math
class
is to learn
So hang on!
math, not to pass
Why can’t my son read any book he tests. Passing the tests is the result of
wants for a book report?
achieving the goal of learning math. If
The problem is that in order to your student does not know the congrade a book report, the grader needs to cepts, there’s not much point in taking
be very familiar with the book in ques- the tests and simply failing. If your stution. If a student could use any book for dent is having difficulties, then, as the
a book report, then obviously the grader parent, you should look over the work
would not be able to read all the books. and suggest that the student redo more
However, please do encourage your son carefully some of the problems before
to read other books. We have a list of sending it to Seton. If your student is
books in the Reading lesson plans for having trouble with algebra or geomestudents at each grade level. Some books try, and you don’t believe you can recogare out of print, but may be found on the nize the mistakes, you might ask someInternet and printed out.
one with a strong math background

ANNOUNCEMENT

to look over your student’s work and
make suggestions.
Seton offers math tutorial disks for
sale, which might help your son to understand some concepts a little better
because he can replay the lessons until
he understands the concepts.

dent phones a counselor, the counselor
can access the work on the computer
and give specific advice.

What does an Incomplete mean on my
daughter’s book report?

Seton does sell Pre-K materials.
Visit our website to see what we offer:
www.setonhome.org/prekenrollment.
We parents want to teach various
things to our young children, but we
need to be careful not to push them
so much that they become unhappy.
Young and old are constantly learning;
after all, every day we learn something
new. But very young children should
not be pressured to do math problems
or to read or to do certain activities
some “expert” has said “every” child
should do.
There are many ways we can and
should teach very young children.We
teach them how to dress, to put their
dirty clothes in the basket, to not touch
the dials on the stove, to be obedient
when parents give instructions, to be
satisfied when they cannot play with an
expensive violin, to not scream when
they don’t get their way.
The best way to help prepare your
young children for school is to read to
them often, and to run your finger along
the words as you read them. Children
quickly learn that words have sounds,
and that letters make words, and from
one line to another are sentences, and
whole ideas are between capital letters
and the period. It all comes together
naturally, and usually at the rate that
the child can comprehend.

An Incomplete means that the
grader cannot give a grade for some
reason, and the book report, or paragraph, or test needs to be redone. It is
not a failing grade, or any grade; it is
simply a “notice” that the assignment
needs to be redone because something
is missing or needs to be corrected.
The most common Incompletes
are given because the book is not on
the approved list of books, as noted in
the lesson plans. A second reason is because the student used a different topic
sentence than the one given by Seton.
Seton chooses certain topic sentences
for some reports to encourage the student to think about and write about the
main theme of the book, usually, or the
main characteristic of a character. If
the student chooses another topic, the
grader is not prepared to grade it, not
to mention that the other topic was not
the one assigned.
Sometimes an Incomplete is given because the report contains fewer
paragraphs than assigned, or simply
because the grader wants to give the
student another chance.
We want the student to learn the
lessons and to do well on tests and assignments. While there should not be
continual “second chances,” we know
that in many cases, students are not
reading the lesson themselves or are
misinterpreting the assignment. We
encourage work be sent to Seton over
the Internet so that if a parent or stu-

Some home schooling moms are starting their children with home schooling
at 3 or 4 years old? Do you have materials for children this young?

Dr. Mary Kay Clark has been the Director of Seton Home Study School
for more than 30 years. She writes
two columns for the Seton Magazine
and is the author of Catholic Home
Schooling.

As a Catholic organization, Seton
Home Study School has always had
a code of conduct. We all know this
code as the Ten Commandments.
We have always relied and continue
to rely on you, the parent-teachers
at home, to ensure that the students
live and learn according to the
Commandments, even as we work
to infuse our teaching materials with
the faith and morals of the Catholic
Church.
Over the years, Seton has
included an Honor Pledge on some
of the courses and/or assignments
the students are required to submit.
However, owing to a recommendation
by our accreditation committee that
we incorporate an honor code in all
our courses, and following in the
footsteps of the Catholic schools
of our diocese, Seton Home Study
School is implementing an Honor
Pledge based on the Arlington
Diocesan honor pledge. The Seton
Home Study School Honor Pledge
is as follows: On my honor as a
child of God, I state that I have not
received unauthorized help with
this assignment. Beginning January
1, 2014, all students in grades seven
through twelve will be required to
write or validate this pledge on all
submitted assignments.
Seton Home Study School
trusts its families, of course. In a
culture where honesty means less
and less, it behooves us as Catholics
to be explicit and conscientious
about living virtuously and to set
an example of honorable behavior.
Full details of the Code of Conduct
and Honor Code will be published at
www.setonhome.org in December
2013. If you have questions, please
contact Christopher Smith at 540636-2238 or csmith@setonhome.org.
We thank you in advance for your
support in this matter.
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“Look at those huge rain clouds!” I
said to my sister Molly as we scrambled up
the wide, sloping green hills of Uffington in
our search for the famous 374-foot White
Horse carved into the chalky ground. By
the time we reached the prehistoric figure,
the skies had grown incredibly dark for a
British summer afternoon, and deep rumbles of thunder echoed across the hills.
Unruffled, Molly and I traipsed excitedly about the White Horse, carefully
inspecting the white chalk, picking our
way over the curved strokes, and imagining King Alfred surveying his soldiers.
Our mom, looking apprehensively at the
ever-darkening sky, suggested we hurry while our dad, his t-shirt a blue speck
against the enveloping green, snapped
pictures with expert precision. As we
were heading down, however, the dark
sky opened to release a torrent of water

in the heaviest British rainstorm I have
ever seen. Despite our shrieks and giggles
on the fifteen-minute walk to the parking
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lot and sopping-wet clothes on the long
car ride back home to London, we were
enthusiastic about having experienced
Chesterton’s lines so literally on our expedition to the White Horse.

Born State-Side

Molly and I were born in Seattle,
Washington, and our parents decided to
homeschool as soon as I was old enough
for Kindergarten. Both my parents wanted to ensure that, above all else, their
daughters grew up in a thoroughly Catholic home with a deep love for their faith.
They chose Seton primarily because of
the excellent textbooks, greatly appreciating both the academic challenge and
the genuine Catholicism they provided.
I grew up loving my schoolwork, feeling
as though my Seton books opened an exciting adventure to me, with each subject
a new world waiting to be explored. My
parents would sometimes tease Molly and
me, threatening to put us in school if we
did not finish our assignments on time, to
which we responded with frantic promises of assiduous diligence if we could continue being homeschooled!
In 2006, when I was fourteen and
Molly was twelve, circumstances of my
father’s job gave our family the opportunity to move to London, England. At

first, we were unsure – leave all our family
and friends and the only life we had ever
known to move to Europe? But our dad,
as head of the house, felt strongly that
this would be a good experience for our
family, and in the end, we could tell that
the Holy Spirit was leading us to take this
adventure. One detail that made the decision easier was that Molly and I would
not have to change schools! We could continue being Seton students and not have
to worry about adjusting to the British
school system, which could not be more
different from the American one.

Ex-Pat Adventures

Life as ex-pats proved to be quite an
adventure indeed. Our dad learned to take
the tube (London Underground) to work,
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our mom drove on the other side of
the road, and Molly and I got used
to people complimenting us on our
“accent.” We became accustomed
to living in a hundred-year-old
house which, understandably, always seemed to need some sort of
repair, passing historically significant places labeled with a “Blue
Plaque” every day, and replacing
the letter z with s (except in our
Seton assignments!).
For us, however, the most
important part of our move
to England has been the rich
Catholic heritage that we have
discovered here, which has
strengthened and inspired our
Catholic Faith. Our beloved
parish church, the Brompton
Oratory, has been another
source of continual consolation and inspiration for my
entire family. The Italian Baroque architecture, wealth
of stunning statues and
artwork, rich sacred music,
beautiful reverence of both
the Extraordinary Form
and Novus Ordo Masses, and
most importantly the authentic
Catholicism taught and upheld by
the nine Oratory Fathers have encouraged in each member of my
family a firm love and dedication
to our Catholic Faith.
My sister, Molly, has always
continued on page 13
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Sitting at the Kids’ Table
I always seem to wind up at the kids’
table. Until recently, I thought this happened by pure serendipity, but I’m beginning to wonder if it occurs by my own
subconscious design.
On a Sunday morning in late September, my family ate brunch at Christendom College after Mass, as part of the
“Parents’ Weekend” festivities. (My oldest
son, Athanasius, is now my entry ticket to
such assemblies and events where I rub
shoulders with the beaux esprits of our
little hamlet of Front Royal.)
After navigating the food line, I went
back to sit down with my children, breakfast in hand. When I looked around the
circular table, I noticed Mary Katherine
(4) building a pretend doll house with her
scrambled eggs and hash brown square,
and Immaculata (6) eating the whipped
cream off her waffle (carefully making
sure that she did not actually consume
any fruit).
Curiosity getting the better of me, I
began to look around at the other tables to
see what events might be unfolding. Lisa
was no longer at our table; she had already
gone off to speak with another mom about
kids, or fashion, or shoes, or some other
very important thing. The priests were
eating breakfast with various dignitaries,
and some of the teachers were sitting together talking about…whatever teachers
talk about when they get together.
It all seemed very intellectual.
Then, as I looked back to my own
table, and observed Bonaventure (8) applying strawberry cream cheese to his
bagel with a level of precision that would
10 Seton Magazine, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2013

BY JOHN CLARK

have made a neurosurgeon proud, it
dawned on me: I was once again at the
kids’ table. I wistfully thought back to
my younger years, during which epoch I
was forbidden to sit with the adults at my
grandmother’s house at Thanksgiving and
Christmas dinners.

ble over adult dining options, but I didn’t
quite know why.

Before age sixteen or so, my younger
brothers and cousins and I were told to sit
at the “kids’ table.” Being told to sit at a
kids’ table at age fifteen is akin to receiving the maximum possible sentence for a
crime in which the charges are never announced. I thought there might be two
possible reasons for the adult/child conversation segregation.

“I know why you like the kids’ table,
Daddy,” she announced.

First, it could have been that the
children’s dialogue was so unsophisticated that the adults simply could not lower themselves to partake in it. Second, it
could have been that the adults’ colloquy
was so avant-garde and noteworthy that
it simply could not be interrupted by the
enfant terribles of Cleveland, Ohio.
Still, the adult table struck me as fascinating. “What secrets does it hold?” I
pondered.
As I took a little trip down the memory lane of my mind, I started to explain
to my little children that, although I was
42 years old, I had never quite “graduated”
from the kids’ table. At first this bothered
me, but I had come to respect the camaraderie, the conviviality, the esprit de corps,
if you will (readers, please forgive all the
French idioms in this essay—I sat in on
Athan’s French class that same weekend),
of the kids’ table. I informed my children
that I actually grew to prefer the kids’ ta-

At this point in the conversation,
Dominica (10) put down her fork, and
announced the answer, as though she
were providing the great reveal in the final
chapter of a Dashiell Hammett whodunit.

“Why is that, Dominica?” I asked her.
“Because at the kids’ table, we talk
about unicorns and lollipops and monkeys and coloring books.”
“What do they talk about at the adult
table?” I asked her.
She said: “They talk about money and
paying rent, and bills. That just makes you
worry. That’s why you like it better here.”
Many true words were spoken that
day, but none truer than these. As Matthew 11:25 reads: “At that time Jesus said,
‘I praise You, Father, Lord of heaven and
earth, that You have hidden these things
from the wise and intelligent and have revealed them to infants.’”
We live in a sad and unnecessarily serious world. It is a world ruled by many of
those whose “growing up” process meant
rejecting the wonders, the innocence, the
happiness, and the truths so natural to
childhood. Maybe it’s time we pulled the
continued on page 12
John Clark, a Christendom College graduate, holds a degree in Political Science
and Economics. He is a popular writer and
speaker at family and homeschooling conferences.

Surviving Christmas
BY GINNY SEUFFERT

Sometimes it seems like the work for
Mom is never ending in our large Catholic families. By Thanksgiving, the first
quarter assignments have been completed and the homeschooling is clipping
along nicely. Then Bang! Along comes
the Christmas season, doubling the work
load but halving the class time! It’s more
than a little discouraging!
I struggle each year to keep Christmas a joyous and holy season, and not
just another reason to work even harder than usual because of shopping and
entertaining. Here are some ideas I have
tried to ease the stress during the Christmas season.
A big part of Catholic family life is
family togetherness. Christmas is an ideal opportunity for families and friends
to share good times and to build lasting
memories. On the other hand, we moms
dread the very thought of having guests
visit because we lack the time to clean
the house or cook the food for company.
Although I give public lectures on
home management, I still say that we
Catholic homeschooling moms must put
the physical state of our homes in proper
perspective. I have often remarked to my
husband on the way to a visit with family
or friends: “I just can’t wait to see John
and Mary and catch up with their family
events. It’s been such a long time!” I
have no memory of ever
saying, “I am so excited
to get a chance to check
under their couch
for dust bunnies!”

Our guests come to see
us and our children, not to
look critically at the state
of cleanliness or neatness
of our home. Just do the
basics: Straighten up, mop,
vacuum, dust, get the kids
to help with the surface
cleaning. I have found that
one of the few times my kids are enthusiastic about cleaning is when company is
coming. Often they are actually excited
to polish up and set a really formal table
with cloth napkins.

favorite crackers, chips, and dressing
dips. One family planned such an event
and the children performed by playing
musical instruments, as well as singing
Christmas carols and reciting poetry.

Here are a few other ideas: Order
Christmas gifts on the
Internet to save time
traveling and shopping. Purchase tickets
Holiday menus do
for the family to local
not need to be a big
Christmas
producdeal, and need not
tions, sometimes hoinvolve planning and
meschooling families.
cooking a sit-down
This promotes seeing
Holiday menus do not
dinner.
friends during the
need to be a big deal, and
holidays and encourneed not involve planning
ages family closeness
and cooking a sit-down dinthrough shared expener. A terrific and relatively
inexpensive way to entertain is to host riences. Consider giving shared famia late morning brunch after Mass. Buy ly gifts, such as a short family trip to a
some bagels, muffins, or doughnuts; add museum with special Christmas decoa fruit tray; serve coffee, tea, and juice. If rations. Buy gifts that encourage family
friends and relatives offer to bring some- members to do things together, such as
thing, agree immediately. Most people, playing board games or basketball in the
including me, tote only their best baked driveway!
goods, so generally these offered foods
Consider buying how-to books for
are a real treat.
children, such as a cookbook or a sketch
Friends and relatives can plan a pot book or how to celebrate religious feasts
luck dinner so that no one household with special home-made decorations.
must bear the financial or work burden You might consider making an Advent
of hosting a large get-together. As most Wreath with your family that can be
families supply only one or two dishes,
continued on page 12
and moms make their best recipes, the
holiday spread will be top shelf! ConGinny Seuffert has been a leading writer and
speaker about homeschooling and family
sider hosting an after-dinner wine
management for more than two decades. She
has given hundreds of talks at conferences
and cheese or veggie platter party,
and has written scores of articles on everywith families each bringing their own
thing from discipline to home management.
Let your children plan
and put up the holiday decorations. They may surprise
you with the lovely job they
do, and are far more likely to keep the house tidy if
their own handiwork is being
showcased.
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Christmas Time
in High School
As we move toward December, we all think
about Christmas. It’s a busy time, and it’s easy to
put off schoolwork. However, students in high
school don’t have as much leeway as elementary students. High school courses are serious,
requiring consistent attention. Skipping any
lessons, or working lightly in foreign language
courses, for example, can result in lower grades
on tests, which ultimately affects test scores,
even standardized test scores. This could be a
problem when trying to find financial aid for
college, since scholarships usually depend on
standardized test scores. Thus, it is important
for high school students to consider an organized and prudent approach to the holidays.
If the assignments you originally scheduled
up to the holiday season are finished, then take
time off from schoolwork as scheduled. However, if those assignments are not complete, it
would be well worth it to finish them, even if on
a part-time basis, during the usual “holidays.”
If you planned to finish the year on a certain
date in May or early June, it will be frustrating
in summer not to have met your goals. In fact,
in the late spring, students upset with being behind tend to do poorly on their tests.
Take a good look at each course and determine where you want to be before starting again in January. Some subjects will allow
shortcuts, while other subjects will need full
daily attention between now and Christmas. If
necessary, go to the local college library, find a
quiet study carrel, and stay there to work without interruption.
Christmas trees and nativity sets are beautiful and inspiring, but can be distracting for
students who need to finish work before vacation. Moms should consider delaying the Christmas decorations until certain assignments are
completed. Families will be able to celebrate
Christmas without a worry if only they wait
until pending assignments are finished. Consider taking only a two week break from home
schooling, from Sunday, December 22, when
your family puts up the Christmas tree, until
January 7th, the day after Epiphany. Everyone
will feel much better and won’t have the frustration of trying to “catch up” in January.
Finish your work and have a Happy and
Holy Christmas season!    
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Mystical Body of Christ
continued from page 3

“The pain of loss or the privation of the sight of God, exceeds all the most excruciating
sufferings we can imagine.”
Father Schouppe, who compiled the book Purgatory, a collection of the writings of the
saints about Purgatory, concluded: “They wish to be there in the
state wherein God pleases, and
as long as it shall please Him.
They cannot sin, nor commit
slight imperfection. They love
God more than they love themselves; they love Him with a perfect, pure, and disinterested love.
They are consoled by angels.
They are assured of their eternal
salvation, and filled with a hope
that can never be disappointed in
its expectations. Their bitterest
anguish is soothed by a certain
profound peace. It is a species of
Hell as regards the sufferings; it
is a Paradise as regards the delight infused into their hearts by
charity… Such are the teachings
of the doctors [of the Church],
from which it follows that if the
pains of Purgatory are rigorous,
they are not without consolation.”
O Lord God Omnipotent,
I ask You by the Precious Blood
of Your Divine Son Jesus, that
was shed in His bitter crowning
of thorns, deliver the souls in
Purgatory, and among them all,
particularly that soul who is in
the greatest need of our prayers,
in order that the soul may not be
delayed in praising You in Your
glory and in blessing You forever.
Amen.

Sitting at the Kids’ Table
continued from page 10

plug on the TV news, put down the
political journals, and turned to
our children for some wisdom and
insights on the way things ought to
be. And the beauty of the way they
are right now. As homeschooling
parents, with the time spent with
our little ones, maybe it’s time we
allow ourselves to learn that the
most important lessons come from
the hearts of our own children.
Maybe it’s time we all grab a
waffle, and sit at the kids’ table.

Surviving Christmas
continued from page 11

pulled out every year. Consider other projects for the whole
family, such as making a stable
for the Nativity figures, and adding to it each year.
The most important thing
to remember is that Christmas is
primarily a religious celebration.
Let’s make sure that we give the
Nativity set a place of honor and
even say the daily family Rosary
and other prayers near it. As we
shop and make plans for family and friends, let’s remember
to give to those less fortunate.
Most parishes have projects to
help the poor in the community.
Scripture reports that when
the pagans saw the early Christians, they marveled and said,
“See how they love one another!” This Christmas, may the
same be said for each one of us!
Merry Christmas to all our Seton families!

From England, with Love
continued from page 7
dreamed of a
career in music,
expecting to pursue
the piano. The majestic and lavish sounds
of the organ at the
Oratory, however, left
her with a love of this
king of instruments
and the sacred music
of the Church. She
switched from the piano to the organ, taking lessons with the
organists from the Oratory, St. Paul’s Cathedral, and the Royal College of Organists School; currently she is completing
her last year of Seton high school and auditioning for admittance to a college program in the organ at the Royal College or
Royal Academy of Music. She hopes one
day to bring the wealth of sacred music
she has discovered here in England back
to the United States as an organist, organ
teacher, and choir director, inspiring the
next generation to preserve the traditional music of the Church.

As for myself, I am 21 now, have
just graduated with a university degree
from the Royal Academy of Dance, and
have embarked on a year-long apprenticeship with a Christian dance company
here in London. I sincerely believe that I
owe my academic success at university (I
graduated with First Class Honours) to
the excellent education Seton gave me. I
also attribute my future “mission” - being
a Catholic voice in the world of dance,
and using dance as a means with which
to evangelize - to growing up in a deeply-committed, Catholic homeschooling
family and receiving such a rich and thorough Catholic education through the Seton curriculum.

homeschooler, as a Seton student, and as
a Catholic. If you let it, this identity will
take you on an adventure of beauty, truth,
and meaning greater than anything you
can imagine. May we all go out in courage with hope and faith to carry on King
Alfred’s fight for truth, goodness, and
beauty in our own generation.

Molly and I know full well the challenges we all face as homeschoolers and as
Catholic young people. Any Seton student
who has ever felt overwhelmed, lonely,
isolated, or insufficient, I sympathize with
you. I also champion you. My sister and I
are here to tell you that, no matter what,
it’s worth it. Hold onto your identity as a
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Elements of the Domestic Monastery
BY FATHER PABLO STRAUB

At first it seems contradictory that
there would be similarity between those
who marry and those who go into a monastery or the priesthood. Can there be
any two things more unlike? But there is
a great, great similarity between the Sacrament of Matrimony and the Sacrament
of Holy Orders. When a person chooses
one man or woman with whom to enter
into Matrimony, he or she is giving up
every other man or woman. When a person enters a seminary or monastery or
convent, he or she is giving up marriage
with every man or woman, but choosing
to live entirely to please one Person, God.
Everyone has a “vocation” to seek
God. When God is calling a man to the
religious life or the priesthood, God
is saying, “Give Me your heart. Everything, all happiness I could have given
you through a sweet lady companion, I
will give to you directly.” A woman may
search for happiness in marrying and
loving a man. But Jesus might say to her,
“I am calling you to give all of yourself
to Me directly. I will make you happy directly.” On the other hand, God may call
a man and a woman to find Him by seeking together.
People call priests “Father” because,
in a way, as he helps people grow in the
spiritual life, he is like a father of a family.
Many sisters or nuns are called “Mother”;
they are like mothers because they serve
14 Seton Magazine, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2013

others. In some countries, even young
novices are called “Mother”. In Mexico, I saw a very old lady pass by a very
young nun, and she called the young nun
“Mother”. Those who are called to the
convent or monastery or seminary know
life is all about fatherhood and motherhood, caring for others and their spiritual and temporal welfare.

wanted to be imitators of Christ. Jesus
said, “If anyone would come after Me,
let him take up his cross and follow Me.”
We know we are all called to follow Jesus
and to imitate Him. Some follow Him as
priests or religious, but some follow Him
in marriage. We are to imitate Him in
whatever way He calls us. To follow Jesus
is to imitate His virtues and His way of
living in the way that we live, whether in
a convent or in a family.

Priests are continually happy for
their spiritual children, just as parents
are happy when teaching their children
Whichever way we are called, in the
about Jesus, and when
monastery or convent
they show signs of growor family, we are to be
We are to imitate Him
ing in the Faith. Priests
poor in spirit, pure and
in whatever way He
and parents both have a
chaste, and obedient to
deep sense of the beaucalls us. To follow Jesus Jesus. We should choose
ty of what Jesus is doing,
is to imitate His virtues detachment from things,
seeing how Jesus draws
like those in the monand His way of living
people to Himself, and
in the way that we live, asteries choose poverty.
how Jesus makes them
Jesus chose poverty by
whether in a convent
holy. This is the mission
being born in a stable,
or in a family.
of Jesus, to draw souls to
by being chased into
Him. He does t his chiefEgypt on the order of
ly through priests, nuns,
a minor king, by being
and parents, and this is why you can talk buried in a borrowed hole carved out of a
about a domestic monastery.
rock. Families must follow Jesus in povMonastic life is characterized by erty by being detached from things, by
poverty, chastity, and obedience. Mon- not falling into the “consumer society,”
asteries started out with religious men by not being so concerned about what
gathering in caves and living in extreme they own. Don’t “get hooked” on luxupoverty. St. Benedict and other saints ries; don’t “get hooked” on the computwho started monasteries drew their in- er. Teach your children to have the spirit
spiration from the life of Jesus. They of poverty. Teach them to be detached

from the owning of things. Teach your
children to give to charities, to help with
charitable events. Teach them to tithe
with their allowance and learn to give to
Catholic causes.
In addition to poverty, the men and
women who choose the priesthood or
religious life or the convent have chosen
the virtue of chastity. To follow Jesus,
members of the family also need to be
chaste. Indeed, there is not a Catholic on
the face of the Earth who is not called
to closely follow Jesus in being chaste.
The junk on television is not pleasing
to God. Don’t let your children be destroyed in your own home by this junk.
Your domestic monastery must practice
chastity and purity in all things, rooted
in a chaste marriage. The chastity of a
married person consists in loving one’s
spouse with a whole heart, devoting oneself to one’s family, practicing vigilance,
and not allowing one’s eyes or minds to
wander over anything that is not in line
with what Jesus Christ wants us to see or
think about.
In addition to poverty and chastity, the monastery and the family should
practice obedience. Teach your children
to be obedient to you and to the laws of
God. Help your children to develop a
well-formed conscience. Your children
need to learn that if others tell them to

do something wrong, it is not required to
do that thing. It is never consistent with
obedience to do something that is not respectful of Jesus; rather, such is vice. We
must always be obedient to the Church.
We must always be respectful of Jesus,
and of those He has placed in proper authority over us. Foster obedience in your
children, especially in church.
The Holy Eucharist is the heart
of the monastic life, and must be the
heart of family life. All children should
love the Eucharist. In the Eastern Rite,
when a baby is baptized, the baby also
receives his First Holy Communion by
receiving the Blood of Christ. Those
Eastern Rite babies and little children
regularly receive Jesus at the liturgy after being Baptized. I see little children
only two or three years old, coming
from homeschooling families, and they
ask questions like, “Mommy, when is
the priest going to make Jesus come
down from Heaven?” And I hear them
ask, “Mommy, tell me when the bread
becomes Jesus!” In the Roman Rite, we
say that at the age of reason, or at seven
or eight years old, children should receive their First Holy Communion, but
many little ones learn very early from
their parents about Jesus and have a
good “sense of Jesus.” I once heard a
little one say, “Why does Jesus have
nails in His hands and feet? Can I take

them out?” All children should love
the Eucharist.
Where there is love, where there is
charity, there God is. Help your children to learn love and forgiveness. Teach
them not to be hurtful. As parents, make
a constant effort not to annoy one another, to live charity between yourselves,
and foster it among your children. Teach
your children to share everything and to
help each other all the time, with consistency. We are working on a new world,
and it starts at home, in the domestic
monastery.
Of course, everything begins with
prayer. Jesus said, “Without Me, you can
do nothing!” Remember that; teach your
children that: “Without Me, you can do
nothing!” St. Paul wrote, “I can do all
things in Him Who strengthens me.”
Without constant prayer, you can not
receive the strength from God to do the
impossible, to bring up saintly children
in this world. That strength can come
only through prayer. Pray constantly
with your children. Pray in love and with
love. Do not let prayer be just a formality
but pray with your whole heart and soul.
Pray always.
Be happy in your beautiful monastery!

Fr. Pablo Straub
Founder of the Mission Helpers of the Holy Savior
and strong advocate of Catholic homeschooling.
October 21, 2013

Father Pablo Straub passed into eternal life on October 21. He was
a Redemptorist priest for 55 years, devoting his life to missionary work
in Puerto Rico, the Philippines, Peru, and most recently to working with
the people of rural Mexico. Fr. Straub was passionate about the Faith,
loved the common man, and could be all things to all people. He moved
thousands with the uncompromising faith, unconditional love, and
compassion he demonstrated in the countless appearances he made on
EWTN, at retreats, and on missions. Even when aged and infirm, Father
Straub never ceased his tireless preaching of Christ and the Gospel, so
moved by the fire of God’s love that in the act of preaching, he was seen
more than once to grow suddenly vigorous and healthy again. A proponent of homeschooling and friend of Seton from the earliest days, he
gave numerous talks at homeschool conferences. This article is based on
a talk he gave for homeschooling families in 2007.
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A Letter Home from College
after Homeschooling
Dear Mom,
You were my only teacher in high
school, but I couldn’t have asked for a
better one. You taught me more than
you’ll ever know and much more than
I could ever ask for. By homeschooling
me, you changed the very core of my being from a lost and bewildered little girl
into the strong woman I am proud to be.
It was through your example and growth
that I have become the only thing I have
ever wanted to be – I have become me.
I remember my reaction to your
telling me you were homeschooling me
(and my brother and sisters). I remember that I fought you tooth and nail with
every breath in my thirteen-year-old
body. I simply couldn’t see how removing me from mainstream society was
good for me in any way. I saw only my
isolation and loneliness, and I saw myself unable to ever regain any semblance
of normalcy.

It makes me laugh now to think
about just how ridiculous I actually was.
Your brave decision to homeschool all of
us changed my life forever. You removed
us from the grips of public opinion, peer
pressure, and high school drama. I remember initially wanting to be a part
of the drama instead of just looking at it
from the very distant outside, and then I
remember shaking my head as I watched
my friends slowly go downhill.
Without the distractions of peers
and appearance and the “drama” I had
wanted so badly, I was able to truly become the person that I was meant to be,
instead of a carbon copy of a typical high
school student. You gave me the gift of
individuality and a freedom from peer
pressure. I was able to grow and learn
and apply the morals and virtues and
characteristics that you instilled in me.
But most importantly, I was able to

learn more about you. I had loved you
my whole life as my mother, but it was
not really until we began homeschooling that you became my best friend. I
learned more about your opinions, and it
was then I began to fully realize just how
alike we are. I learned that I was able to
talk to you about almost anything, and
you were always there when I needed
you.
Perhaps no one can ever truly understand how much you have taught me,
but to say that you taught me how to be
me through your love and example is
probably the simplest explanation. You
gave me the gift of myself and the gift of
the greatest friend anyone could ask for.
And for those gifts I will perhaps never
truly be able to find the words to thank
you enough.
Love, Jacqui
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We Sing Catholic Music Collection

ach of these music books contains over 100 songs organized by the liturgical season. A nostalgic reprint from the We Sing and Praise music series for
Catholic schools with classic 1950’s art and musical selections. Includes music for Advent and Christmastide, Lent, Passiontide, and Easter. All books softcover.
Save more than 20% when you purchase this lovable collection as a set! Only $39.00 for
the seven-book set!
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“Let the children be, do not keep them back from me; the kingdom of
heaven belongs to such as these.” Matthew 19:14
During a recent address of Pope Francis, several children were
invited to the stage to greet the Holy Father. One of these children
remained after the others left and clung closely to the Pope, staying
by his side and embracing him.
This illustration of the recent event is a poignant reminder of the
desperate desire of children around the world for protection by the
Church from pornography, slavery and sexual abuse.
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